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World Champion Tony Tatam!! 
 

 
 

Tony celebrates winning his group at the ACO World Senior Chess Championship held in Crete, October 14-23.   
A round by round account of his global success is attached to this newsletter. 

 
 
 
 
Let’s hear it for the runner-up!  
 
In 1967 Plymouth Chess Club member Jim Meadows (referred to in club records as Mr J Meadows in those more 

formal days) having finished second three times in the club’s Qualifying League (the equivalent of the current 

Bloodworth League),  felt his achievements and those of other second place finishers should be recognised.  Many 

years before he had won a silver Knight in a British Chess Correspondence Association competition.  Jim had 

inscribed on the trophy’s plinth the names of all the runners -up in the Qualifying league since he joined the club in 

1946 and presented the Knight to the club with the proposal that it should be presented each year to the runner up 

in that league.  The trophy became known as known as the Meadows Knight.  The last recipient of the trophy to have 

their name engraved on it was Larry Guard in 1988.   

In October I was contacted by Mr Meadows daughter,  Helen Iglesias-Amigo who was aware of the story of the 

Knight and she said she has a photo of it which she treasures.   She wondered if the Knight was still in the club’s 

possession.  Derek rummaged around in the dusty lower shelves of the trophy cabinet and located the Knight. 



 

The Meadows Knight 

 
I was able to send Helen the above photo of the Knight and she replied as follows: 
 
Dad passed away in 1983,after a long illness but he loved his chess and also as therapy many years before after a 

very nasty accident....he made some massive chess pieces....making a homemade lathe out of bits and bobs (as he 

was a brilliant engineer) and one of the pieces was a copy of the silver knight....all made from beautiful oak.....he 

joined the club in the early 1940's after being sent to Plymouth dockyard from Vickers Armstrong and left the club 

finally around the time he donated the Silver Knight, to relocate to Paignton, where for many years always played in 

the Chess  Congress at Oldway, also played Boris Spassky,in1966.......he did at one time hold all three of the clubs 

trophies in one season...very proud of that. He played a huge amount of chess correspondence ,in the early years, 

from places as far afield from Argentina to Finland and all places in between and that culminated in the Knight....as 

you know only one of four ever made. Thank you for all the help you have given me and knowing that all is well with 

the treasured Knight....long may it have a home with the club and that anyone who wins it will appreciate it and all it 

has gone through during the early years. 

Martin Quinn 

Holiday snap 

 

Some people don’t want to get away from chess even when they are on their hols.  Nick took this picture on a recent 

trip to Pembrokeshire. 

  



 

Games & analysis 

DCCA Paignton Challengers    2019.09.03  Brendan O'Gorman v Paul Brooks 
  
Notes by Paul. 
 
1.b3 d6 2.Bb2 e5  
 
I like this simple approach to the Nimzowitch-Larsen attack. Black erects a barrier to white's bishop, and gives himself 
chances of later activity on the king-side. 
 
3.e3 Nf6 4.Nf3 g6 5.d4 e4 6.Nfd2 Bg7 7.c4 O-O 8.Nc3 Re8 9.Qc2  
The opening has transposed into a reversed Kings Indian Attack. White needs to play with care, otherwise Black will 
take the initiative. This queen move 'forces' Black into doing what he wants, which is to over-protect the advanced e-
pawn. Much better was 9.Be2 with a view to castling quickly on the king-side. 
 
 9...Qe7 10. Be2 h5 11.Nd5  
White has dreams of attacking down the c-file but this is premature. 11.O-O or 11.h3 are viable moves. 
 
 11...Nxd5 12.cxd5 c6 
 
Black attacks the advanced pawn immediately and at the same time improves his development. 
 
13.dxc6 Nxc6 14.Ba3  
 

 
 
Far too optimistic. Castling was vital. 
 
 14...Nxd4  
The computer prefers 14...Qg5, but this sacrifice is very thematic. Black takes advantage of white's more open king 
and poorer development to blast through in the centre and release the power of all his pieces. 
 
15.exd4 Bxd4 16.Bb2 e3 17.fxe3  
His last chance was 17. Bxd4 exf2+ 18. Kxf2 when he has eliminated one attacker, and it is not completely clear how 
Black will continue. 
 
17...Qxe3 18.O-O-O Bf5  
Adding more fuel to the fire. 
 
19.Bxd4 Qxd4 20.Nf3 Qe3+  
Black cashes in -although the computer prefers 20...Qf6. 
 
 21.Qd2 Qxe2 22.Qxe2 Rxe2 23.Nd4 



A final error, allowing Black's last piece to join the party with decisive effect. 23. Rd2 was the only move, though after 
23...Rc8+  24. Kd1 Rxd2 the ending is completely hopeless. 
 
23...Rc8+  
 

 
 
It's mate in 3!  0-1 
 
Famous for the wrong reasons 

There can be no doubt which is the most famous game played by a member of the Plymouth club.  In 1938 both 

reigning World Champions, Alexander Alekhine and Vera Menchik played at a tournament to celebrate the club’s 50th 

Jubilee – quite difficult to imagine this happening today!  In the second round Plymouth’s finest Ron Bruce took on 

the mighty Alekhine and ended up on the losing side of this miniature.  The game is described in at least five videos 

on YouTube and gets a mention in the Wikipedia article for the Caro–Kann Defence. 

Alexander Alekhine vs Ron Bruce - Plymouth (1938)  Caro-Kann Defense: Two Knights variation 

Notes by Martin 

1.e4 c6 2.Nc3 d5 3.Nf3 ... 

3. d4 is the most common move.  By omitting this in the Two Knights variation White gains a tempo which can 

sometimes enable a quick attack to be launched. 

3. ... dxe4   4.Nxe4  Bf5  5.Ng3  Bg6   6.h4  h6   7.Ne5  Bh7 

Although it’s not a natural looking move, Qd6 was best. 

8.Qh5  g6   9.Bc4  e6   10.Qe2   

 

10. ... Nf6?? 



Ron appears to have been oblivious to the danger, he had to defend the e6 or f7 pawns, ideally both with Qe7 after 

which he would be able to develop his minor pieces and castle Queenside. 

11.Nxf7   Kxf7   12.Qxe6+ Black Resigns 

The cruelty of time trouble 

The following position arose in the British Championships U1900 on 2019.08.02 in M Morrison v M O’Brien.  In what 

has been a complex K side attack v Q side attack game Megan had emerged material up and in this winning position.   

 
 
White played 36. d5?  Megan with only 2 minutes on her clock missed 36...Bd1!! which would be swiftly followed by 

the Queen or Rook landing on c1.  Megan then went on to lose!  Chess is so unfair!! 

Beating the blockade 

This season the club has entered a team in the DCCA’s Moyle league specifically to give our top juniors an 

opportunity to play league chess.  In the match against Newton Abbot (2nd November) Caleb Caleshu (Black) playing 

his first ever standardplay game reached this position against Michael Gilding. 

 

Team captain Nick explains what happened: 
52 …Bb4! (the only way through) 53. Kc2 (not fooled into giving his opponent connected passed pawns) Bxc3!! 54. 
Kxc3 Kc5 & White resigned 
 

Tournament, Congress & Competition reports (in chronological order) 

69th DCCA (Paignton) Congress – report by Graham Mill-Wilson 

This congress took place over 7/8 days from 31st August to 7th September. The plan was that the Premier section 

would have FIDE Norms available, and for that reason it was over 9 rounds, but sadly there were not enough titled 

players taking part for it to count. It was won by GM Keith Arkell with 8/9. Neil Crickmore finished with 5½, winning 

four and drawing 3 of his games. In the Rowena Bruce Challengers Paul Brooks, who was also busy as secretary of the 



DCCA finished with 3/7 and Megan O’Brien with 2½.  The Ken Bloodworth Intermediate was a close run affair with 

eight players finishing equal first on 3½. For Plymouth, Rob Wilby finished just outside the prizes with 3, and Cliff 

Peach with a creditable 2½. In the Walker Minor, Tony Tatam took a break from arbiting and scored 4½/7, while Alan 

Crickmore scored 3½. 

There were no Plymouth players in the Boniface (U180) morning tournament, which was won by Vladimir 

Bovtramovics of Woking, Surrey (4½/5).  In the Thynne (U135) event, Rob Wilby finished with 3/5, John Dean with 2½ 

and Cliff Peach with 2. I jointly won this tournament last year with 4/5, but this year’s effort was a mirror image! I 

won 1 and lost 4. The only bright spot for me was the round 3 win against Charles Doidge of South Hams. having 

decided that I wasn’t going to win anything I played a fairly wild Scandinavian. It’s a variation I found in a newspaper 

cutting some time ago. Unfortunately, I lost the cutting and since then have been playing this opening from my 

rather shaky memory. Occasionally it works, and this was one such. 

Charles Doidge v Graham Mill-Wilson – Thynne (U135) morning, round 3 

 

1. e4 d5 2. exd5 Nf6 3. d4 Bf5 4. c4 e6 5. dxe6 Nc6 6. exf7+ Kxf7  

I am now 2 pawns down and my king is out, but I hope my advantage in development will compensate. 

 

 
 

7. Nf3 Nb4 8. Ne5+ Kg8 9. Bd3 Bxd3 10. Nxd3 Qxd4 11. O-O  

I might have expected 11.Nxb4 here, but analysis showed that would lead white into all sorts of trouble. (11. Nxb4 

Bxb4+ 12. Ke2 (12. Bd2 Re8+ 13. Kf1 Ne4) 12... Re8+ 13. Kf3 (13. Be3 Qg4+ 14. f3 Qxg2+ 15. Kd3 Rd8+ 16. Bd4 Qg6+ 

17. Ke3 Bc5)  

 

11... Nxd3 12. Qb3  

My king is looking hemmed in here 

 

12... Nc5 13. Qc2 Bd6 14. Nd2 

As the h2 square is now the focus of my attack, I assumed he would want his N on f3, so I decided to beat him to it. 

 

14... Qh4  

(14... Bxh2+ 15. Kxh2 Qh4+ 16. Kg1 Ng4 17. Nf3)  

 

15. Nf3 Qh5 16. Qc3 Rf8 17. Qd4 Ne6 18. Qh4 Qf5 19. Bg5 h6 20. Bxf6 Rxf6 21. Nd4 Bxh2+ 22. Kxh2 Qe5+ 23. Kg1 

Nxd4 24. Rae1 Ne2+ 25. Kh1 Rf4 26. Qd8+ Kh7 27. Qd3+ Re4 28. Rxe2 Qh5+ 29. Qh3 Qxe2  

A series of checks follows, but they run out after a while 

 

30. Qf5+ Kg8 31. Qd5+ Kf8 32. Qf5+ Ke8 33. Qg6+ Kd8 34. Rc1  

I think this move was a bit desperate. 

 

34 ... Rh4+ 35. Kg1 Re8 36. Rf1  



 

 
 

36. ... Qxf1+  

A queen sacrifice! Lovely!   0-1 

 

I bought a book from Bob Jones on the Scandinavian defence, and if I ever get round to reading it, you’d better watch 

out! 

 

Peter and Peggy Clarke Memorial Rapidplay – 14th September  - report by Martin Quinn 

This event was meant to have an Open and an under 140 section but with just 19 entries it was decided to run as a 

single pool but the under 140 prizes were still available.  Part time Bude resident GM John Nunn made a welcome 

appearance and not surprisingly as he outgraded his nearest rival by about 70 points, he took first place winning all 

his six games.  Matthew Wilson and Giles Body were equal 2nd on 4½. I finished on 3 points and Nick Butland on 2.5. 

I could have taken the under 140 first place with a win in the last round.  I made rather a mess of a great position and 

while looking for the wining line I heard the dreaded words ‘Your flag has fallen’.  Oh dear. 

53rd Torbay Chess Congress , 8th - 10th November,Torquay 

Something of a surprise winner of the Open with Gerald Moore who came all the way from Norfolk taking 1st place 

with 4 points from the five rounds.  The surprise is because GM Keith Arkell who rarely fails to take the top prize in 

any Devon event he enters finished in joint 2nd place on 3.5 points. 

Plymouth players results as follows: 

Section Plymouth player Finishing position Score  
(from 5) 

Grading 
Performance 

Open Michael H Stinton-Brownbridge =20th 1.5 141 

Major Paul Brooks =7th 3 160 

Major Megan E O'Brien =14th 2.5 144 

Intermediate Clifford B Peach =7th 3 142 

Intermediate Rob Wilby =12th 2.5 119 

 

  



6th Plymouth Rapidplay Congress – 1st December 

 

Joint winners Jon Underwood and Jos Haynes receiving the trophy from Tony 

Tony ran this event to its usual high standard and lots of good chess was enjoyed.  Disappointingly the number of 

entrants was down significantly at just 21, down from 33 the previous year.  An unfortunate clash with the Devon 

junior championships (which were called off – but that’s another story) was a major factor and meant we had no 

youngsters participating.  Hopefully we will be able to avoid a similar clash next year.  Because of the low numbers 

the budget didn’t stretch to providing raffle prizes so there was a slightly less festive atmosphere than in past years.   

Nevertheless it was still a competitive event with seven players graded over 170.  First place was shared between Jos 

Haynes  and Jonathan Underwood on 5 points from the six rounds.  Mick Stinton-Brownbridge was Plymouth’s best 

performer scoring an excellent 4.5 to share third place with Steven Levy.  Further down the results table, Andrew 

Wright and Martin Quinn shared in the grading prizes.  It was also good to see former Plymouthian Andy Proudfoot 

again, coming all the way from Durham.  He was in fine form and also shared a grading prize. 

Full results can be seen at: 

http://results.utuswiss.co.uk/TournamentPage?Tournament=4e26d26b-018a-4d16-b561-1701544b7262 

Devon & Torbay Leagues  

Results so far this season: 
Devon County Chess Association 
Mamhead league:   
Plymouth 2½ - 1½ Newton Abbot 
Moyle league:     
Newton Abbot 3 - 1 Plymouth 
 
Torbay Chess League 
Division 3:  
Plymouth 3½ - ½ Torquay BGS 
Teignmouth 3 - 1 Plymouth 
 
Division 4: 
Plymouth 3 - 1 Torquay BGS  
Plymouth 3 - 1 Newton Abbot 
 
Rapidplay:  
Plymouth 5½ - 2½ South Hams 
Plymouth 4 - 4 Brixham 

http://results.utuswiss.co.uk/TournamentPage?Tournament=4e26d26b-018a-4d16-b561-1701544b7262


Devon Chess 

WECU Jamboree 22nd September - Millfield School, Street, Somerset 

 

This start of the season Jamboree turned out to be rather a damp squib.  This event is meant to bring out teams from 

across WECU with a first team section and a graded section.  Devon put out a decent first team and the Torbay Chess 

League also fielded a competitive team in the graded section.  It was hoped that having a venue in North West 

Somerset might attract a Wiltshire team but this did not happen but it did have the effect of deterring the Cornish 

from coming. 

 

As the host country Somerset might have been expected to field something like their best team but this was not the 

case.  They did play 248 graded GM Mathew Turner on board 1 but then went to 167 on board 2.  Paul Brooks was 

the only Plymouth member to play in the Devon 1st team.  Having been promoted from top board of the Torbay team 

to the bottom board of the 1st team, he had no opponent and won by default.  Devon were easy winners 9.5 to 2.5. 

 

Things were a little harder fought in the graded section but Torbay won 8.5 to 3.5. Plymouth players fared as follows: 

 

TCL grade 
  

Somerset 2 
 Stinton-Brownbridge, M 160 1 0 Greenaway, Chris 126 

Butland, Nick J 156 1 0 Isaaac, Oliver 126 

Quinn, Martin 145 1 0 Alsop, Tom A 123 

Robert Wilby 132 1 0 Byrne, Adrian 122 

Mill-Wilson, Graham A 108 0.5 0.5 Harris, Robert 109 

Tatam, Anthony 100 0 1 Jeremiah, John 109 

Crickmore, Alan 100 0 1 Murphy, Jack 105 
 
 

 
  

  Somerset  v Devon – under 160, Sampford Peverell  16 November 

Devon outgraded Somerset by an average of 19 points per board and at the halfway point with the score of 4.5:3.5 it 

looked like it could be a surprisingly close match.  However Devon went on to win all 8 remaining games for a very 

comfortable 12.5:3.5 win.  Contributions from Plymouth players were: 

Adrian Byrne  122   0 - 1 Martin Quinn 145 
Martyn Maber  109  0 - 1 Robert G Wilby 132 

 

Club Events 

Annual Rapidplay 25/09/2019 
 
A rather predictable outcome with a clean sweep for Neil but he was gracious enough to say that all his games were 
competitive.  Top scores from the six rounds were: 1st Neil Crickmore on 6; 2nd Martin Quinn on 5 and joint 3rd Mick 
Stinton-Brownbridge, Rob Wilby, Richard Pollock and Megan E O'Brien on 4. 
Full results at:  
http://results.utuswiss.co.uk/TournamentPage?Tournament=3c18ab23-4639-46aa-a7ec-c598f4499a05 
 
Chess variants social evening 27/11/2019 – report by Nick Butland 
 
We marked our “social evening” at the end of November with a chess variants evening. These are often marked by 
“tweaks” to the standard rules of chess. We played 5 rounds & these went as follows: 
 
1. Monochromatic chess. Normal rules apply, but pieces can only move to squares of the same colour that 
they start on. There are unusual consequences – rooks just don’t communicate, normal knights can’t move at all & 

http://results.utuswiss.co.uk/TournamentPage?Tournament=3c18ab23-4639-46aa-a7ec-c598f4499a05


are replaced by camels (moving 3x1 rather than 2x1) & you can castle, but only on the kingside. Mike Ghillyer mated 
me & neither of us noticed for a couple of moves… 
2. Perfidious knights. My invention, based on the mediaeval knights who were a law unto themselves, they 
can play for either side. They can’t be captured, but neither can they take any of the pawns. They also aren’t allowed 
to directly reverse their path. Nasty consequence – 1. Nf3??? is mate as Black captures the White king with …Nxe1. 
But they get too big for their boots in an ending. 
3. Rifle chess. This is just normal chess, but when you make a capture, the capturing piece does not move. 
This can be quite disturbing when a queen on the edge of the board starts picking off all your pieces. Giving mate can 
be tricky!  
4. Berolina pawns. All the pieces retain their normal moves, but these little beasties have failed their training 
& have learned to move diagonally & capture forwards. They did get as far as the en passant rule, so a Black pawn on 
e4 which is passed by a White pawn making its first move from f2 to d4 can capture on e3. 
5. My favourite is Alice chess. The players start with a normal chess board & an empty one. They make a 
legal move, but on completion of the move, the piece transfers to the other board. So pieces flit from one board to 
the other. It’s a game well worth trying without the irritation of a short time control. 
 
Oh, and the title? Martin Quinn showed his mental dexterity with a clean sweep 5/5, while no-one else scored more 
than 3. 
 
Next social evening is the last Wednesday in February.  

 

Secretary’s update 

 We have been in discussion with our landlord the Bridge Club regarding the hire fees we pay.  They have 

agreed that for 2020 the cost increase will be limited to the rate of inflation.  However they have proposed 

‘... that we should meet again next year to talk about increases for 2021 and beyond  that more accurately 

reflect the local going rate for room hire’.  We may know more by the time of the next AGM. 

 The new Safeguarding Policy is on the website.  We want everyone to have a positive and enjoyable 

experience of chess at the Club in a safe and suitable environment. 

 Finally, gentle encouragement to book league games in early to avoid having lots of games to play when we 

approach the end of the season.  And of course if like me you still have a Strong Cup round 1 game to play – 

you have until 8th January. 

 

Upcoming events  

Simon Bartlett Memorial Chess Congress –Livermead House Hotel, Torquay. Next event: 24-26 January 2020. 

Bristol Open Winter Congress in the Bristol Grammar School - 14th to 16th February 2020. 

DCCA Team Quickplay   22 Feb 2020 at America Hall, Exeter (NB the Team Quickplay event will take place in the 

afternoon between 1pm and 5pm. The team event will be preceded by an individual blitz tournament.) 

East Devon Chess Congress –Exeter Corn Exchange. Next event: 6-8 March 2020. 

WECU Chess Congress – Royal Beacon Hotel, Exmouth. Next event: 10-13 April 2020  

Cornwall Open Congress 2020.  Falmouth Hotel, Falmouth.  Friday 1st to Sunday 3rd May 2020 

British Chess Championships, Riviera International Centre, Torquay 17 July to 31 July 2020, 

  



Trivia and Miscellany 

What is chess? 

Lots of the greatest chess players have suggested answers to this question, perhaps most famous is Bobby Fischer’s 

Chess is life which has seems to have prompted the following: Boris Spassky - Chess is like life; Victor Korchnoi  - 

Chess is my life; Tony Miles - Chess is most certainly not my life. 

However I think the best answer to this question was provided by Robert Burton, a scholar at Oxford University who 

in his 1621 classic The Anatomy of Melancholy wrote:  

It is a game too troublesome for some men's braines, too full of anxiety, all out as bad as study; and besides it is a 

testy cholericke game and very offensive to him that looseth the Mate. 

As someone who looseth the Mate quite a lot, I know what he meant! 

No-Castling chess 

If Nick’s chess variants evening has whetted your appetite for this sort of thing I highly recommend checking out a 

Youtube video in which Vladimir Kramnik discusses the case for ‘No-Castling chess’.  He shows a game of AI wonder 

machine Alphazero versus Alphazero which produces complications which even he cannot get head around but are 

fun to see.  If you just want to watch the really crazy stuff start at about 40.40. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPe6xQjO98Q 

A two-game No-Castling exhibition match between Gawain Jones and Luke McShane was played at the recent 

London Chess Festival so we may well be seeing more of this variant in the future. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPe6xQjO98Q


Tony Tatam gives a round by round account of his experience at a world chess tournament. 

The World Amateur Senior Chess Championships took place in sunny Crete during October. There were 

quite a few English players taking part, including Clifford Peach and myself from the Plymouth Club. Andy 

Proudfoot, who recently moved from Plymouth to Durham, was also there, as was Meyrick Shaw from the 

Exmouth Club. And of course we took the wives as well. The venue was the Fodele Beach & Water Park 

Holiday Resort. 

The tournament was over 9 rounds with 176 players from all over the world spread over 7 groups 

depending on strength. I was in Group F (ELO 1201-1400), Clifford and Andy were in Group E (1401-1600) 

and Meyrick was in Group C (1801-2000). 

We arrived a couple of days ahead of the tournament and the day before Round 1 the wife and I visited the 

Water Park. An unfortunate accident on the water slides left me with my left foot throbbing with pain and 

despite several ice packs and having difficulty putting weight on my foot I commenced with Round 1 the 

next day. Unable to concentrate because of the pain I soon went two pawns down. After a long game 

lasting well over 4 hours and 94 moves I eventually secured a draw against a much lower graded Swiss 

opponent. 

In Round 2 I faced another Swiss player. The pain had eased off but I was still hobbling about. I played 

much better and had a lovely finish although he committed suicide at the end. 

1.d4 d5 2.e3 Nc6 3.Bd3 Nf6 4.c3 e5 5.dxe5 Nxe5 6.Be2 Be7 7.Nf3 Nxf3+ 8. Bxf3 c6 9.O-O O-O 10.Nd2 Re8 

11.h3 Nd7 12.Nb3 Ne5 13.Be2 b6 14.Nd4 a5 15.f4 c5 16.fxe5 cxd4 17.exd4 Be6 18.Bg4 Bg5 19.Bxe6 Rxe6 

20.Qh5 Rg6 21.Qf3 Ra7 22.Bf4 f5 23.exf6 Bxf6 24.Rf2 Re7 25.Raf1 Re4 26.Be5 Bg5 27.Qf8+ 1-0 

Round 3 and there were 3 players on 2/2 and I was playing catch up. My opponent was an Italian, Luciano, 

who has been living in London since 1994. We became good friends during the tournament and in Round 9 

he did me a great favour. Another long game lasting 4 hours 15 minutes with 73 moves and one of the 

most intense games I've ever played. Lots of spectators at the end, he offered me a draw twice then a few 

minutes later I offered him the draw which he then turned down. He blundered a Bishop but played on and 

I only had minutes remaining but the increments helped and I won. At least I am able to walk on my injured 

foot and the swelling is going down. 

The rate of play is 40 moves in 90 minutes plus 15 minutes plus 30 seconds increment with every move. I’m 

not used to such a generous time limit and I’m really settling down to play some nice chess. 

Round 4 and there’s only one player on 3/3. I’m floated down against a German opponent with whom I 

have another long game but I played very well and my opponent never castled and for that he paid the 

price. 

Round 5 and I’ve at last made it to Board 1. Little did I know at the time but I would see out the remaining 4 

rounds on board 1. This is a crunch game as I’m floated up to play the outright leader, from Belgium, who 

was on 4/4. No pressure then, as if I lost he would be 1½ points in front. Surprisingly I’m very calm but it’s 

yet another long game lasting well over 4 hours. The last to finish with plenty of spectators watching the 

game. I played extremely well, almost blundered at the end, but eventually mated him with a brilliant 

finish. So I leaped over him to become the outright leader on 4½/5. I was elated as I have been playing well. 

Apart from the first game all of my games have been hard and there are no easy ones here. 



In Round 6 my German opponent played his moves very quickly and I fell way behind on the clock. Having 

played badly in the opening I was soon a Bishop down for a pawn. I was well and truly getting bashed but 

managed a lovely Knight fork on Queen and Rook and so was back in the game on equal terms so to speak. 

Again lots of spectators, I had Queen, 2 Rooks and 5 pawns against Queen, Rook, 2 Bishops and 5 pawns. 

So I was losing and way down on time but then my opponent’s mobile phone rang, he got up and made his 

way around the boards and walked out of the room, all the time his mobile was playing a musical sound. 

Everyone in the room was disturbed. The arbiter came over, looked at the position on the board and 

declared my opponent had lost. Talk about luck, I couldn't believe it. I would have preferred to have seen 

the game out but as a lot of players said to me afterwards, the arbiter has made the ruling clear on several 

occasions. My opponent did shake hands with me after the arbiter spoke to him but he didn't speak to me. 

What a day, I’m the outright leader on 5½/6.  Had I lost then four players including me would have been on 

4½ points. 

In the evening my wife stepped on my bad foot and I reckon they would have heard my scream in Greece. 

Round 7, I’m a clear point in front of the next two players and as long as I’m in front I’m going to be floated 

down each time. My opponent is a blind French player but living in Monaco. We had become friends the 

day before so I was very relaxed when I sat down to play him. I won his Queen but when we analysed the 

game afterwards he could have avoided it. My shortest game in moves but still lasted over two hours. 

Every game now is a crunch game but I'm still leading the pack. 

1.d4 Nf6 2.e3 d5 3.Bd3 e6 4.Nd2 c5 5.c3 Nc6 6.f4 cxd4 7.exd4 Be7 8.Ndf3 O-O 9.Ne5 Ne8 10.Ngf3 g6 11.O-

O Ng7 12. Be3 f6 13.Nxc6 bxc6 14.h3 Qe8 15.Qe1 Bd6 16.g4 e5 17.dxe5 fxe5 18.fxe5 Bxe5 19.Nxe5 Qxe5 

20.Rxf8+ Kxf8 21.Bc5+ Kf7 22.Qxe5 Be6 23.Qc7+ Kg8 24.Rf1 a5 25.Qe7 h6 26.Bxg6 1-0 

Two rounds to go, I’m still a point in front and I’ve just won six on the trot. This is turning out to be an 

incredible holiday. 

In the evening Clifford and I played in the Grandmaster Simul. Surprise, surprise, I was the last man 

standing (so to speak) playing against GM Zigurds Lanka (Latvia). Loads of spectators and I didn't let myself 

down. We were being filmed so I must be famous now. I lost of course but gracefully resigned with dignity 

when I saw his threats and he duly showed everyone how he would have eventually have mated me. 

Outside in the corridor he again shook my hand and said 'Good fight'.  All in all another good day and I’m 

really feeling pleased with myself. 

Round 8 and I see my opponent has a rating on the FIDE website of 1571. Our Group is 1200-1400. The 

arbiter waffled on about him not being a good player and that he had lost lots of games so they decided to 

put him in our group. Game on then. I soon went two pawns down and felt like I was playing the 

grandmaster again. I managed to win a pawn back and in the endgame I had 2 Bishops and pawn against 2 

Bishops and 2 pawns. I played well and swapped off to leave me with Bishop against Bishop and pawn. 

Both Bishops were dark squared so I plonked my King on the queening square which happened to be white 

and offered the draw as the game was drawn. My Bishop therefore travelling around the board to its 

heart’s content. He needed to win to catch me up but it just wasn't going to happen. Again the last to finish 

and loads of spectators, mainly his German countrymen, and after 4 hours and 25 minutes he finally agrees 

the draw. I’m exhausted but extremely happy.  

I’ve made friends with all my opponents (apart from one) and having a really good time.This is a really 

great holiday and the wife is happy as well.   



Round 9, I’m 1½ points clear and the only player who can catch me is playing my Italian friend who is sat 

next to me. I only need a draw to win the tournament. My opponent was a Philipino living in Belgium. I 

played very carefully and steadily, taking my time before responding to each move. My Italian friend was 

having a brilliant game and was totally mashing up his opponent. The situation was such that Luciano was 

going to win and if I lost I would still come first. A truly unbelievable feeling. Luciano duly dispatched his 

opponent and there was me on cloud 9. I offered the draw which was duly accepted. Only 26 moves but 

well over 3 hours as I had spent most of the time watching my nearest challenger lose. Everyone was 

coming over to congratulate me and then it sunk in, I was a world champion. I was on cloud 9 and I’ve just 

played in an international tournament with six wins and three draws and finishing a clear 1½ points at the 

top. 

Clifford won 1, drew 6 and lost 2 whilst Andy won 3, drew 4 and lost 2. Meyrick finished very strongly in 

joint 2nd place on 6½/9 with 5 wins, 3 draws and 1 loss, but unfortunately on tie break was deemed 4th and 

therefore outside of the prize money.. 

The Gala and presentation evening was an unforgettable experience and one I’ll never forget.  A trophy and 

400 euro’s was pretty good and I felt like a star. 

On the flight home the Captain came over the tannoy to inform the passengers there was a celebrity on 

board, a world chess champion none the less, and then proceeded to name me. Turned out Meyrick’s wife 

had informed the crew earlier on. 

This was an incredible holiday with great friends and I’d recommend a chess holiday in Fodele Beach, Crete 

anytime. It’s an all inclusive holiday, as much as you can eat and drink whenever you want. And when I say 

drink, I mean it, yes, as much alcohol as you want. I stayed sober and kept to the beverages but I may have 

over indulged on the food though. The wife, well, on the last day she said she wanted to come back again 

next year. I’m not going to argue with the wife am I, anyway, I have a world title to defend.  

 


